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rethinking preservation





All places are dynamic and living things. Our built environment is both witness and proof to history. The 

act of preservation is a necessity in maintaining the memory and authenticity of this record. The idea of 

preservation began in the late 18th century to preserve 2,000 year-old monuments. Through the last 

century, the preservation movement has expanded its reach significantly: from monument to building to 

streetscape to landscape to urban sectors to government policy to tax incentives; everything is now 

potentially susceptible to preservation. With this environmental and cultural expansion comes exponential 

complexity and great responsibility, yet its curatorial principles remain overly simplistic. Concurrently 

with this expansion, the movement has embraced an increasing number of value propositions to rationalize 

its aims, yet its accepted outcomes remain singular in encapsulating our past. But all places and buildings 

have a continuing history; they are used, damaged, repaired, and bear the markings of actions and 

events throughout time. As modern culture moves forward, our environment expands, is re-inhabited, 

and is altered with invention. The 20th century in America yielded a great expansion in our built 

environment, much of it now coming due for renovation. The U.S. Department of Energy estimates that 

17% (52 billion square feet) of our current building stock will face the prospect of demolition over the 

next 30 years, and half will be renovated. Today, America’s built environment faces a new challenge of 

ecological sustainability. This leaves the idea of preservation in a precarious state. To continuously 

encapsulate our built environment through the act of preservation is counter-productive; we face 

increasing risk of endangering invention and even forgetting the intentions of history. If we are to live 

with our history while embracing our future, we must rethink the very idea and standards of preservation. 

Culture cannot thrive in a preserved state; if all is encapsulated, then all is forgotten. Ultimately, the 

act of preserving a thing in its original condition isn’t always the best solution nor is its full erasure from 

our memory. There are unexplored degrees of preservation between its ever-present all-or-nothing 

proposition. As preservation has embraced multiple value rationales, it must too embrace multiple 

outcomes. Preservation is often viewed antagonistically by developers in their efforts to modify properties, 

but it has the potential to become the catalyst for shaping richer and healthier environments.  
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The Building and Its Architect

In 1956, the U.S. government instituted Mission 66, a program to improve our national parks and help accommodate the post World 

War II visitor boom. In doing so, the government created a new building type - the visitor center. Richard Neutra’s building 

represents perhaps the most significant example of these first visitor centers for the national parks. The building was closed in 2008 

and its contents were relocated to a new, larger facility.  

Architect Richard Neutra (1892-1970)
Richard Neutra is considered one of America’s greatest architects of the 20th century. In recent years his work, as so many early 

and mid-century modern works, has become endangered. Neutra’s work reexamined the basic structural forms of post and beam 

construction. It utilized metal, glass, and concrete synonymous with the International style of the 1920s and 30s. However, Neutra 

was one of a small group of avant-garde architects who accepted the machine of the International style, namely that a building is 

determined by its function, without succumbing to its principle of one-size-fits-all. Neutra was an intense humanist who understood 

the power of words, nature, and place-making in architecture. His buildings helped us realize the impact of architecture on human 

well-being, thereby changing the discourse of architecture.

Architecture of the Cyclorama Building (designed in 1958)
The Cyclorama Building is composed of a thin rectangular office wing and a rotunda made to fit Paul Philippoteaux’s 1884 Cyclorama 

painting. The office wing represents a typical element of Neutra: a thin pavilion, lightly supported, with cantilevered edges and 

his signature metal louvers to regulate sunlight levels inside. The experimental hand of Neutra can be seen as walls, floors, 

ceilings, and columns constantly slip by each other, creating a fluid path for visitors. The central ramp is surrounded with Neutra’s 

signature array of metal spindles creating transparency and highlighting the procession to the main feature - the Cyclorama 

painting. The exhibition sequence climaxes at the speaking rostrum in Lincoln Hall where he envisioned heads of nations speaking 

annually in remembrance of peace and unity. The walls surrounding this hall open to create a grand gathering space both inside 

and outside that directly engages the Gettysburg Battlefield landscape.
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Notable Features

1. Innovative roof structure spans 125 feet

2. Rotunda interior serves to display cyclorama painting

3. Metal and glass bridge transitions from center ramp

4. Metal spindles around interior ramp create transparency of function

5. Structural piers extend into landscape to connect with site 

6. Speaking rostrum connects to landscape and is an homage to Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address

7. Lincoln Hall opens to engage the battlefield as a space for speeches and events

8. Metal louvers regulate sunlight levels inside

9. Rooftop water pools reflect surrounding trees and sky



C O N C U R R E N T    H I S T O R Y    1780   1800   1820   1840   1860   1880   1900   1920   1940

State of the Nation                Campaign Against Slavery    Civil War   • Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address        WWII

Battlefield Commemoration                   • Gettysburg Battlefield Commemorated           • Veterans 50th Reunion

Panorama Paintings           • Panorama Invented (Britain)  • Moving Panorama Invented in U.S.             • Philippoteaux Gettysburg Panoramas          Motion Picture Takes Hold

Cyclorama Buildings        • First Purpose-Built Cyclorama (London)   Most Major U.S. Cities Build Cycloramas          • Boston and Buffalo Cycloramas Built         • Atlanta Cyclorama

Architectural Movements                     Art Nouveau            International Style

Government Initiatives                          • First National Park Areas Designated     Conservation Campaign

National Park Service Interpretive Policy                      • NPS Created to Maintain Resources

Preservation                          • First Preservation Law (France)    Ancient Monuments Preserved   French Commission Standards        Religious Buildings Preserved         Commemorative Value Preservation  

   McCarthyism  Cold War                                Ecological Sustainability

    Periodic Restoration Efforts Since 1880s (Buying, Planting, Clearing Land)  • Battlefield in National Register / Planning Increases to Preserve Battlefield          • General Management Restoration Plan

    • NPS Purchases Second Gettysburg Panorama    • First Gettysburg Panorama Rediscovered in Storage (Sold 2007)               9 Panorama Paintings Remain in U.S. (Some in Storage)

    Buffalo and Boston Cycloramas Repurposed  • Gettysburg Cyclorama Visitor Center Built     • Boston and Atlanta Cycloramas in National Register   4 Cyclorama Buildings Remain in U.S.     • Gettysburg Cyclorama National Register Eligibility

   Modernism (Neutra a Major American Figure)                 Postmodernism        Critical Regionalism  

            Mission 66 Visitor Centers (First Types)            • Advisory Council Calls for Cyclorama Visitor Center Relocation                  • Advisory Council Upholds Relocation 

       Written Narrative / Tour Guides Central Orientation / Self-Guided Tours          Distributed Orientation Exhibits Increased       Visual and Interactive Narratives Increased

   Age Value Preservation           • Historic Preservation Act (Creating Advisory Council and U.S. Standards)   Tax Incentives   Minor Value Preservation

Informing the Gettysburg Battlefield Landscape and the Cyclorama Building by Richard Neutra
There are two sides to the issue at hand – on one side is preserving the legibility of a hallowed American landscape commemorating 

a historical event central to our national memory. On the other side is preserving the building atop it embedded with its own national 

memory as an interpretation hub for the landscape. While both landscape and building have coexisted for nearly 50 years, they have 

become the center of a contentious symbolic relationship as the National Park Service (NPS) interpretation policies have evolved. 

There is now a proposal to restore the period contours of the landscape and in doing so, remove the building. Before the wrecking 

ball swings, it is worth considering the larger concurrent histories that have given cultural significance to both landscape and 

building. 

The Battle of Gettysburg marked a turning point in the American Civil War as depicted in the 1884 Gettysburg Cyclorama Painting 

entitled The High Tide of the Confederacy by Paul Philippoteaux. Thousands of Americans perished in an epic three-day battle. It is 

the place of Abraham Lincoln’s renowned Gettysburg Address which symbolized the union of a single people in our national memory. 

The building sits atop the area known as Cemetery Ridge in Ziegler’s Grove, a significant place of heavy fighting on the final day of 

the battle. This location was consistent with NPS interpretation policies of the day: to orient visitors with the greatest perspective 

overlooking the resource. This area also serves as the vantage point of the Gettysburg Cyclorama Painting. Richard Neutra linked the 

strife of the Civil War to the threats of the present-day Cold War in 1958. He conceived the building as a living memorial to Lincoln 

and his Gettysburg Address. Neutra crafted the building as a commemorative monument to peace and unity on the battlefield, and 

included a speaking rostrum where he envisioned heads of nations speaking annually on the anniversary of Lincoln’s address.

A long-standing battle has ensued between retaining the building or restoring Ziegler’s Grove to its 1863 appearance. The national 

memory of Gettysburg will go unchanged with either occurrence; its place in history is well solidified. Lincoln said it best in his 

address: “in a larger sense, we can not dedicate, we can not consecrate, we can not hallow this ground. The brave men, living and 

dead, who struggled here, have consecrated it, far above our poor power to add or detract.”

The removal of the building is a means to an end. Stylistic restoration and thematic recreation, even with the best of intentions, 

threatens authenticity and opens the door to the dangers of remaking and embellishing our past. But to re-establish the value of the 

past or the forgotten, sometimes we must re-present its importance in a newly altered state. It is evident that both landscape and 

building have significant importance and should retain their individualities in some manner. 
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 1950     1960     1970     1980     1990     2000     2010 

   McCarthyism  Cold War                                Ecological Sustainability

    Periodic Restoration Efforts Since 1880s (Buying, Planting, Clearing Land)  • Battlefield in National Register / Planning Increases to Preserve Battlefield          • General Management Restoration Plan

    • NPS Purchases Second Gettysburg Panorama    • First Gettysburg Panorama Rediscovered in Storage (Sold 2007)               9 Panorama Paintings Remain in U.S. (Some in Storage)

    Buffalo and Boston Cycloramas Repurposed  • Gettysburg Cyclorama Visitor Center Built     • Boston and Atlanta Cycloramas in National Register   4 Cyclorama Buildings Remain in U.S.     • Gettysburg Cyclorama National Register Eligibility

   Modernism (Neutra a Major American Figure)                 Postmodernism        Critical Regionalism  

            Mission 66 Visitor Centers (First Types)            • Advisory Council Calls for Cyclorama Visitor Center Relocation                  • Advisory Council Upholds Relocation 

       Written Narrative / Tour Guides Central Orientation / Self-Guided Tours          Distributed Orientation Exhibits Increased       Visual and Interactive Narratives Increased

   Age Value Preservation           • Historic Preservation Act (Creating Advisory Council and U.S. Standards)   Tax Incentives   Minor Value Preservation

•

•

•

•• • • •The All-or-Nothing Proposition  

        National Park Service             Building Preservationists

Nationally Important Landscape     vs     Nationally Important Building

Preserve the Landscape     vs     Preserve the Building

Restore the Landscape     vs     Restore the Building
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O p e r a t i o n s  o f  P r e s e r v a t i o n

Maintaining properties in their original condition is not always possible and not 

always the best solution. There are many properties throughout our nation that 

have faded, forgotten, and sometimes celebrated histories. Too often value is 

reduced to visual tastes that change with time. We must lay the groundwork for 

a more nuanced form of preservation that addresses today’s societal needs while 

respecting our cultural heritage. There are degrees of preservation yet to be 

explored that lie between maintaining the original condition and demolition. 

Even the act of demolition can become an act of preservation. 

If we consider potential operations to a property, along with the underlying 

values of a property, we can form many degrees of preservation that have the 

power to enhance our historical awareness, create sustainable environments, 

embrace innovation, and enrich our culture.
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Let us consider the following operations to a property with broad possibility:

Preserve: to maintain in whole or part

Displace: to move to a new location

Integrate: to incorporate or join

Dissect: to cut in examination

Demolish: to remove evidence of previous actions or events 

Distribute: to divide and disperse 

Document: to create a secondary record 

Merging these operations with both the physical and temporal histories of Richard 

Neutra’s Cyclorama Building and its Gettysburg Battlefield site can produce 

varying degrees of preservation with conceptual purpose. Some of these resulting 

scenarios are investigated in the following pages demonstrating preservation as: 

Retention, Informant, Monument, Network, Addition, Adaptation, and Remnant. 



P r e s e r v a t i o n   a s . . .    
O P E R A T I O N S

R E T E N T I O N

I N F O R M A N T

M O N U M E N T

N E T W O R K

A D D I T I O N

A D A P T A T I O N

R E M N A N T

p r e s e r v e d i s p l a c e i n t e g r a t e d i s s e c t d o c u m e n td i s t r i b u t ed e m o l i s h
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P r e s e r v a t i o n  a s  R e t e n t i o n

In this base approach the building is renovated, repurposed, and maintained fully 

intact on its site. The building becomes a complement to the new visitor center, 

offering exhibits such as the Gettysburg Electric Map and a place for visitors to 

rest and experience the landscape. The interior could be altered or removed and 

additional floor space added to accommodate new uses. 

However, the approach of retention has also been the basis of a contentious 

debate over the following matters: 

The Cyclorama Building’s technical failures have been the rationale behind 

several arguments advocating for its removal. As the Advisory Council on Historic 

Preservation found and others have verified, the building is structurally sound. It 

has suffered maintenance neglect, but is perfectly capable of being renovated 

and reused on its site. Technical failures are a shallow rationale to demolish a 

significant building, and the Cyclorama has no where near the amplitude of 

failure that would justify this. Buildings are constructed of many complex systems 

and materials, each with differing maintenance needs and life expectancies. All 

buildings require repairs and updates throughout their life.

The Cyclorama Building, deemed eligible for the National Register, is far more 

significant than many already preserved buildings in our nation. It sits atop a 

portion of a nationally significant landscape, already in the National Register. 

This common ground juxtaposition is now viewed by some, including the Advisory 

Council on Historic Preservation, as a problem and has been the rationale behind 

several arguments advocating removal. This is largely a problem of perception 

and power, stemming from a narrow definition of people’s ability to interpret 

and commemorate history. Replication is not the only way to pay homage. Make 

no mistake that the events which occurred on the battlefield are great, but as 

with the building, there are unexplored options of preservation for the landscape 

of Ziegler’s Grove. 

Operations
preserve

Logistics
- building, including roofs, fully renovated

- existing rotunda interior potentially removed

- new floors potentially added to interior

- code updates as required for new use
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Cyclorama Building Existing Gross Areas
   Rotunda......................... 27,910 SF

    Office Wing....................... 9,245 SF

     Total.............................. 37,155 SF

      *note: 10,580 SF sloped floor area

Cyclorama Building Maximum Gross Areas
     Rotunda Potential............... 42,000 SF

    Office Wing Potential............ 9,245 SF

     Total Potential................... 51,245 SF

*
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This approach offers a fifty-fifty compromise between landscape and building 

advocates. The office wing is removed, period contours are restored, and trees 

are replanted to screen the visual presence of the rotunda building in the 

viewshed of the park.

The remaining rotunda portion is renovated and repurposed. As with full 

retention, the building becomes a complement to the new visitor center, offering 

exhibits such as the Gettysburg Electric Map and a place for visitors to rest. The 

interior could be altered or removed and additional floor space added to 

accommodate new uses.

Operations
preserve, demolish, document

Logistics
- part of building removed 

- rotunda building fully renovated

- existing rotunda interior potentially removed

- new floors potentially added to interior

- code updates as required for new use

- trees replanted and most period contours restored

P r e s e r v a t i o n  a s  P a r t i a l  R e t e n t i o n
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*

Cyclorama Building Existing Gross Areas
   Rotunda.......................... 27,910 SF

    Office Wing........................ 9,245 SF

     Total............................... 37,155 SF

     *note: 10,580 SF sloped floor area

Cyclorama Building Maximum Gross Areas
     Rotunda Potential............... 42,000 SF

     Office Wing (removed)................ 0 SF

     Total Potential................... 42,000 SF
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This scenario supports the full restoration of the landscape while still retaining 

the core function of the Cyclorama Building – to act as an interpretation hub for 

the Gettysburg Battlefield landscape. 

Thoughtful cuts in the rotunda frame key moments near and far on the battlefield 

as through the lens of a camera. Each view is carefully researched and crafted to 

inform the viewer of the events that took place over the vast fields before them. 

From here you can spot General Meade’s farm house headquarters, Lincoln’s 

address in the cemetery, the fight for Little Round Top, and the Confederate line 

in the distance. Shielded by Ziegler’s Grove, you enjoy the high-ground with the 

Union forces. 

Acting as an interpretive satellite to the new visitor center, the only remaining 

portion of the building will be the ring of the rotunda in the open air and the 

structural piers that support it. The restored landscape beneath and surrounding 

the rotunda ring conceal its presence in the viewshed. Visitors move along the 

new ramp that circles inside the rotunda wall, stopping at various platforms to 

contemplate the events of July 3rd, 1863.

Operations
preserve, integrate, dissect, demolish, document

Logistics
- in-depth research and careful planning

- building carefully disassembled with engineer

- skilled cuts in rotunda by craftspeople

- renovation of rotunda surface 

- platforms and circulation added

- trees replanted and period contours fully restored

Informant Proposed Elevated Areas
     Ramp and Platforms............... 5,500 SF

     Rotunda Diameter.................. 125 feet 

P r e s e r v a t i o n  a s  I n f o r m a n t
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This approach advocates fully restoring the landscape while still retaining a 

central idea in Richard Neutra’s conception of the building: that architecture, 

through its creation of place, has the power to unite people and promote peace, 

an idea he linked to Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address.

Richard Neutra conceived the architecture of the Cyclorama Building not only 

around its function, but around the very humanist idea that unity and 

understanding can promote peace. He constructed as the climax of the exhibition 

space a great hall with walls that open upon the battlefield to accommodate 

crowds of thousands. At its focal point, he crafted an elevated speaking rostrum, 

where he envisioned heads of nations, friend and foe, speaking annually on the 

anniversary of Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address in the name of unity and peace. On 

the back wall he inscribed Lincoln’s last words in his address: “…shall not perish 

from the earth.” His creation of this hall was a direct response to a threatening 

time of the Cold War. The 1950s represented the age of McCarthyism and real 

fear across the nation, so much so that during the construction of the Cyclorama, 

a fallout shelter was added to the south end of the office wing. 

Richard Neutra was a key figure in the Modern movement, but unlike his 

contemporaries, he was an intense humanist. It’s been noted that the prolific 

Neutra described the Cyclorama Building as the work closest to his own heart, 

perhaps because of the powerful collision of functionalism and humanism that 

this building achieved. In early publications the Cyclorama Building is actually 

called the Abraham Lincoln Memorial Museum. Neutra viewed the building as a 

commemorative monument to peace and unity. 

The ideas symbolized in Lincoln Hall and the speaking rostrum are still relevant 

today. These small portions would be retained in place, renovated, and surrounded 

by the restored landscape to offer a multifaceted place for commemorative 

gatherings, intimate contemplation, or simply a platform for tour guides to 

describe that harrowing day of July 3rd, 1863 in Ziegler’s Grove. But it would also 

serve as a small reminder of the full history of Ziegler’s Grove. Visitors would 

better understand that the replanted grove is not the original grove, helping to 

define a line between authenticity and recreation, and avoid the dangers of 

remaking our past. 

Operations
preserve, integrate, dissect, demolish, document

Logistics
- research and careful planning

- building carefully disassembled around monument

- skilled excision of monument by craftspeople

- renovation of monument and new floor finish 

- thoughtful landscape restoration around monument

- trees replanted and period contours restored

Monument Area Retained
     Platform............................ 1,715 SF

     Dimensions............... 35 feet x 49 feet

P r e s e r v a t i o n  a s  M o n u m e n t
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Relying on aggressive policy, heavy investing, and thoughtful programming, the 

Cyclorama Building becomes integral to a larger preservation initiative 

incorporating other ailing mid-century marvels. 

The Cyclorama Building, along with other threatened significant buildings, is 

acquired by the National Trust for Historic Preservation, developers, 

entrepreneurs, hotel chains, and youth hostel organizations to be repurposed as 

a network of cooperative transient housing. Individually, the importance of these 

buildings may appear insignificant, but collectively, each building plays a different 

role in the history of the Modern movement of architecture.

The collection of buildings is united by their position in architectural and 

American history. Through their revitalization, they trigger economic 

development, promote environmental sustainability, and are renewed as 

architectural destinations for all travelers.

Operations
preserve, displace, integrate, document

Logistics
- policy development

- building potentially moved

- building, including roofs, fully renovated

- existing rotunda interior removed and new floors added

- code updates: stairs, elevators, fire suppression system

P r e s e r v a t i o n  a s  N e t w o r k
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UNIT

GREEN ROOF

CIRCULATION

RECREATIONAL ROOF DECK

RAMP

Proposed Transient Housing Plan
*

Cyclorama Building Existing Gross Areas
     Rotunda........................... 27,910 SF

    Office Wing........................ 9,245 SF

     Total............................... 37,155 SF

     *note: 10,580 SF sloped floor area

Cyclorama Building Proposed Gross Areas
     Retained.......................... 25,725 SF

    Interior Additions............... 25,500 SF

     Total............................... 51,225 SF

Potential Housing Units.................... 55
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Operations
preserve, displace, integrate, document

Logistics
- part of building moved half a mile

- building fully renovated 

- existing rotunda interior removed and new floors added

- new glazed roof with sun-shading system

- code updates: stairs, elevators, fire suppression system

- new plaza and exterior exhibits

Location
American Civil War Museum, a 3.75 acre site with existing gas 

station on Steinwehr Avenue in Gettysburg, PA

In this approach, the Cyclorama Building serves as an addition to the American 

Civil War Museum, to become the Gettysburg Map Museum. These coexisting 

museums offer visitors complementary collections that heighten the attraction 

while allowing the Cyclorama Building to retain much of its core value. 

Last year, Historic Gettysburg-Adams County (HGAC), a nonprofit, formed the 

Electric Map Task Force in an effort to find a new home for the Gettysburg Electric 

Map which the National Park Service now has in storage. The Electric Map, 

approximately 30 feet by 30 feet, was housed in the old visitor center annex 

building and received greater visitation numbers than the Cyclorama painting. 

The map was cited in the 1999 General Management Restoration Plan approved 

by Congress as a major source of park revenue with projected earnings 25 percent 

higher than the Cyclorama painting. HGAC has proposed bringing the Electric 

Map, along with many other Gettysburg Battle maps, out of storage to create a 

Map Museum with the Electric Map as its centerpiece.

The American Civil War Museum, located at the edge of the battlefield, offers a 

prime location for displacing the Cyclorama Building. This site, with its heavy 

tourist traffic, allows the building to retain much of its intended use as a gathering 

place and educational resource. It is also part of the grounds of the Great Reunion 

where more than 50,000 Union and Confederate veterans gathered in 1913.

This design would situate the Cyclorama rotunda building and part of the office 

wing back from the street to create Reunion Plaza. This plaza becomes the 

staging ground for special events and offers day and evening attractions to both 

visitors and the local community. A 1913 Reunion monument embracing the 

American flag anchors the plaza, while three large maps depicting the progression 

of each day’s battle lines would soften the edge of the existing Civil War Museum. 

A café spills out onto the plaza offering a needed resting stop in this vicinity. The 

plaza itself would utilize Pennsylvania quarried stone, while trees and sitting 

rocks dot the area for contemplation and gathering. 

P r e s e r v a t i o n  a s  A d d i t i o n
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Proposed Site Plan

ELECTRIC MAP

CAFE

REUNION PLAZA

BATTLELINE WALL MAPS

EXISTING AMERICAN CIVIL 

WAR MUSEUM

1913 REUNION MONUMENT

EXISTING GAS 

STATION

STEINWEHR AVE.

JOHNS AVE.

CU
LP ST.

Q
U

EEN
 ST.

SEATING

Site Locus Plan

*

Zoning
Planning.............. Historic / Streetscape 

District................... Tourist Commercial

Max. Building Height................. 45 feet

Max. Lot Coverage........................ 85%

Min. Green Space......................... 15%

Cyclorama Building Existing Gross Areas
    Rotunda.......................... 27,910 SF

    Office Wing....................... 9,245 SF

     Total.............................. 37,155 SF

     *note: 10,580 SF sloped floor area

Cyclorama Building Proposed Gross Areas
    Retained......................... 13,690 SF

     Interior Additions............... 15,490 SF

    Total.............................. 29,180 SF

Cyclorama Building Existing Heights
     Rotunda............................. 58 feet

     Office Wing......................... 25 feet
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In the evening, the plaza becomes an outdoor theater for performance or cinema. Works by regional artists or other 

topical films could be broadcast on the side of the Cyclorama Building from a projector concealed in the 1913 

Reunion monument. 
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Inside the Cyclorama rotunda, the grand space transforms into an amphitheater with the Gettysburg Electric Map at 

its center. A new ramp lines the outer wall, creating exhibition space. Visitors can experience the ramp as a timeline 

of events while continuing to understand the Electric Map from multiple vantage points above. The existing innovative 

roof structure is exposed and used to support a glass roof with a custom sun-shading system, producing a beautiful 

diffuse and controllable light inside the museum. New technologies in focused sound, lighting, and projection would 

be used to enhance the intimate presentation of the Gettysburg Electric Map. The Cyclorama Building would once 

again fulfill its intended purpose of educating the public on the Battle of Gettysburg and offer a place for large 

commemorative gatherings.
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Site Locus Plan

Operations
preserve, displace, integrate, distribute, document

Logistics
- part or whole building moved 4.5 miles

- building, including roofs, fully renovated

- existing rotunda interior removed and new floors added

- code updates: stairs, elevators, fire suppression system

Location
Gateway Gettysburg, a 100 acre mixed-use development 

near US Routes 15 and 30 in Straban, PA

With this approach, ideas associated with the Battle of Gettysburg and the 

Cyclorama’s original design intentions are viewed as less significant. 

In these times of heightened environmental awareness, the Cyclorama Building 

is moved to a site 4.5 miles away and adapted as needed for a preexisting mixed-

use development. This approach is based on a development model driven by 

economic feasibility.

The use of the newly-sited Cyclorama Building will depend on its location, market 

needs, zoning and relationships to existing and planned buildings in the 

development. The building is retained as a shell-and-core structure but modified 

to maximize leasable square footage. The building’s history becomes a marketing 

feature, similar to the reuse of the Buffalo Cyclorama, which has attracted 

tenants because of its storied history and iconic form.

The intent of moving the building to a preexisting development is to act as an 

instigator for greater density and mix of uses prompting a more active environment 

at all times of the day. 

P r e s e r v a t i o n  a s  A d a p t a t i o n
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*

Zoning
Planning............. Economic Growth Area

District................ Regional Commercial

Max. Building Height................. 85 feet

Max. Lot Coverage........................ 75%

Min. Green Space......................... 25%

Cyclorama Building Existing Gross Areas
    Rotunda........................... 27,910 SF

    Office Wing........................ 9,245 SF

     Total............................... 37,155 SF

     *note: 10,580 SF sloped floor area

Cyclorama Building Maximum Gross Areas
    Rotunda Potential............... 42,000 SF

     Office Wing Potential............. 9,245 SF

     Total Potential................... 51,245 SF

Cyclorama Building Existing Heights
     Rotunda............................. 58 feet
     Office Wing......................... 25 feet



Transit Hub :: The building serves highway motorists as a rest stop 

and a welcome center for food, gas and area information.

A Lot to Desire :: The rotunda portion is placed in the prime 

landscape setting within the development. This would be best used as 

commercial office space for start-up companies or extended-stay lodging 

for corporate travelers. 

Entry Icon :: The building serves as the monument sign, a visual icon 

for the development entry displaying all of the tenants’ logos. A welcome 

center or property management and leasing office would be appropriate 

uses for this location.

Tone It Tan It :: The building becomes a mecca for physical health 

and beauty. A fitness center, salon and spa would serve both visitors and 

local employees alike. Since hotel fitness rooms are usually inadequate, 

this would provide a sanctuary away from home. Similarly, this would 

serve as an amenity to local business employees throughout their day.

Organizer :: When areas begin successful development they are 

often punctuated by a coffee house like Starbucks at a significant 

intersection. As a central draw for visitors and locals, the coffee house 

will include creative studio spaces for active production and sales of 

artwork.

Densifier :: The rotunda becomes integrated into the core fabric of 

the development. A centralized restaurant would provide a needed 

destination to serve the travelers that are staying in nearby hotels and 

workers who are employed within the development.  

© CUBE :: www.cubework.com



Operations
preserve, displace, integrate, distribute, 

document

Logistics
- in-depth research and careful planning

- skilled excisions by craftspeople

- careful transportation

- relocation installation

The remnant approach advocates an artful examination of the physical and 

temporal aspects of the building. Each piece has the potential to be viewed as 

an educational artifact, or to be redeployed into other useful forms. In this 

scenario, the act of demolition becomes an act of preservation.

Each remnant has recorded within it evidence of previous actions or events. 

Remnants inherently reveal an autobiographical process of their making. Internal 

workings and construction techniques are exposed, documenting past histories of 

craft. By undoing the building, we can open a state of closure, revealing the 

essence of its history and construction together and potentially activating new 

possibilities.

Remnants may be considered in various scales to analyze the significant elements 

that create the work or that have gained intrinsic values through time. Each 

undertaking also bears the artful hand of the person excising and re-presenting 

the object in an altered state in order to understand previously hidden or 

forgotten values.

Remnants may: find new uses as objects, like bus stops, kiosks or other urban 

furniture; become parts of other buildings; be auctioned for funding; or be 

displayed in plazas, museums, or sculpture gardens. In each circumstance, the 

piece becomes educational and acts to trigger the memory of its embedded 

history. Collectively, they may tell a greater history as parts than as a whole.

P r e s e r v a t i o n  a s  R e m n a n t
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